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In this paper, we provide a systematic study of the task of sensor
planning for object search. The search agent’s knowledge of object
location is encoded as a discrete probability density which is up-
dated whenever a sensing action occurs. Each sensing action of the
agent is defined by a viewpoint, a viewing direction, a field-of-view,
and the application of a recognition algorithm. The formulation
casts sensor planning as an optimization problem: the goal is to
maximize the probability of detecting the target with minimum cost.
This problem is proved to be NP-Complete, thus a heuristic strat-
egy is favored. To port the theoretical framework to a real working
system, we propose a sensor planning strategy for a robot equipped
with a camera that can pan, tilt, and zoom. In order to efficiently
determine the sensing actions over time, the huge space of possible
actions with fixed camera position is decomposed into a finite set
of actions that must be considered. The next action is then selected
from among these by comparing the likelihood of detection and the
cost of each action. When detection is unlikely at the current posi-
tion, the robot is moved to another position for which the probability
of target detection is the highest. c© 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research described in this paper addresses the tas
efficiently searching for a given 3D object in a given 3D env
ronment by a mobile platform equipped with a camera and
the environment configuration is not known, a method of calc
lating depth, such as a stereo or laser range finder. It is clear
exhaustive, brute-force blind search will suffice for its solutio
however, our goal is the design of efficient strategies for sea
because exhaustive search is computationally and mechani
prohibitive for nontrivial situations. In general, this task consis
of three subtasks. The first subtask is the selection of the sen
parameters so as to bring the target into the field of view of
sensor with sufficient image quality that it can be detected
the recognition algorithms. This is called the sensor plann
problem for object search, and it is the main concern of t
paper. The second subtask is the manipulation of the hardw
so that the sensing operators can reach the state specified b
planner. The recent availability of sophisticated hardware
sensor/platform control and real-time image processing ma
this task feasible. The third subtask involves searching for
target within the image. This is the object recognition and
calization problem, which attracts considerable attention wit
the computer vision community.

Sensor planning for object search is very important if a rob
is to interact intelligently and effectively with its environmen
For example, a robot often needs to use sensory informatio
determine the position of the objects in its workspace in or
to manipulate them. It is generally impractical to determine t
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location of the object before it is needed. Because of the c
era’s limited field of view, occlusion, the limited depth of fie
of lenses, the lighting conditions, and other factors, it is of
necessary to obtain many images using many camera con
rations and viewpoints (see [58] for further discussion). Al
a robot navigating in an industrial environment often need
search the environment for known landmarks in order to e
mate its own position. The above two examples illustrate
critical requirement for efficient directing of the sensor.

Object search has been examined in a variety of ways by
computer vision community [51, 60, 19, 39, 44]. Garvey [1
proposed the idea of indirect search for the target: first the se
is directed to search for an “intermediate” object that commo
participates in a spatial relationship with the target, and t
the sensor is directed to examine the restricted region spec
by this relationship. Wixson and Ballard [59, 60] presente
mathematical model of search efficiency and analyzed the
ficiency of indirect search over a wide range of situations t
vary the spatial structure of the domain as well as recogni
performances. They conclude that indirect search can imp
efficiency in many situations. Connellet al. [14] constructed
a robot that roams an area searching for and collecting s
cans. The robot is designed to follow the walls of the room a
the sensor only searches the area immediately in front of
robot. This may not be very efficient since the likelihood tar
presence is not considered. It is interesting to note that the o
ational research community has extensively studied the prob
of optimal search [31]. Their approach, however, is very gen
and sensor planning is not involved.

Object search is a task that is particularly well suited to
active vision approach. Thus, the study of object search m
produce results that will improve our understanding of cert
aspects of an active vision system. For example, it may el
date the role of a sensor planning component in a task orie
system and its relationship to the vision component. The ac
vision approach argues that rather than simply analyze a s
prerecorded images, the observer should actively control its
age acquisition process so that the acquired images are rel
and useful for the task at hand. Considering the efficiency
action selection, there are two extremes. At one end is Broo
theory on reactive planning [12], in which no time is spent
calculating the action sequence. At the other end is the s
egy of reconstructing every detail of the environment and t
selecting an action sequence that is best according to given
teria. The goal of the sensor planning system is to find a bala
between these extremes such that the task can be best perfo
within given limits on effort.

Previous research has generally placed much more emp
on image analysis than on sensor planning. The sensor plan
problem, however, is very important, since it is the sensor’s s
parameters which for the most part determine the quality of
resulting image. For some task oriented vision systems,

object search, sensor planning is definitely required. Recen
more and more work on sensor planning for computer vision
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appeared. For example, Krotkov [33, 34] considered the pr
lem of how to determine the focus motor position providing t
sharpest focus on an object point at an unknown distance
how to compute the distance to a sharply focused object po
Cowanet al.[15] and Tarabaniset al.[47] presented approache
to automatically generate the possible camera locations, or
tations, and optical settings for observing an object.

There is also work on sensor planning with respect to ta
oriented systems. For example, Rimey and Brown [44] us
composite Bayes net and utility decision rules to plan the sen
in their task-oriented system TEA. Grimson [55] proposed
optimal sensing strategy for disambiguating among alterna
interpretations of scenes containing multiple polyhedral obje
(multiple objects in known poses or a single object with seve
consistent poses). Hutchinson and Kak [24] implemented a s
tem that reasons about high-level operational goals, geome
goals, and uncertainty-reduction goals to create task plans
an assembly robot. Maver and Bajcsy [39] developed a strat
to determine the sequence of different views to check hidden
gions by using a laser scanning system. Jensen, Christensen
Nielsen [26] show how causal probabilistic networks togeth
with Bayesian methods can be used for modeling contexts
for interpretation of image processing findings. Levitt, Agos
and Binford [36] demonstrated an approach to automated c
trol of vision systems through influence diagrams. Dickinso
Christensen, Tsotsos, and Olofesson [18] combine an atten
mechanism and a viewpoint control strategy to perform act
object recognition.

This paper provides the first formalization of the sensor pla
ning task for object search and proposes a practical sensor p
ning strategy. Instead of examining different aspects of obj
search separately, our formulation emphasizes the relation
between action and image processing and integrates the two
a complete system. During sensor planning we decompose
huge space of possible sensing actions into a finite set of
tions that must be considered. This greatly simplifies the sen
planning task. Simulation experiments and real experiments
presented to support the concept.

2. OVERVIEW

At first glance object search seems easy. But when we st
the task more deeply, we find it is not so easy at all. In t
section, we analyze the factors that influence the object se
task and give an overview of our strategy.

The model of the search agent is based on the ARK ro
(Fig. 1b) [42], which is a mobile platform equipped with a spec
sensor, the laser eye [25] (Fig. 1a). The laser eye is mounted
robotic head with pan and tilt capabilities. It consists of a cam
with controllable focal length (zoom), a laser range-finder, a
a mirror. The height of the camera is fixed. The mirror is used
ensure collinearity of effective optical axes of the camera le

tly,

has
and the range finder. With this mirror, the laser range finder can
measure the distance from the center of the camera to the object
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FIG. 1. The hardware used in the paper. (a) The laser eye. At the top is the Optech laser range finder and at the bottom are the zoom and focus control

two mirrors are used to ensure collinearity of effective optical axes of the camera lens and the range finder. The pan–tilt unit is operated by two DC servocontrolled

coders. (b) The ARK mobile platform, which is a 3-wheeled Cybermotion K2A platform
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motors from Micromo Electronics, equipped with gearboxes and optical en
equipped with a small number of sonar.

along the camera viewing axis. The camera’s image plan
assumed to be always coincident with its focal plane.

The task is to search for a target, such as a baseball, with
environment, such as the one described in Fig. 13. The goal
design an efficient strategy to find the target. Throughout the
per, we assume that the target is not allowed to move and tha
floor of the environment is flat. We assume that recognition a
rithms for the given target only are available, and further, to s
plify the discussion, that there is just one recognition algorith

Perhaps the most obvious search strategy that comes to m
to perform a 360◦ pan using only wide-angle settings. This mig
work in some situations, but not others. For example, this s
egy might be effective when searching for a soccer ball wit
the environment depicted in Fig. 13, but not when searching
small battery. At the wide-angle setting the image of the bat
might be too small to detect. Even when the wide-angle settin
appropriate for checking the environment, we still need to se
the camera’s viewing directions to perform the 360◦ pan.

Thus, the first task is to decide upon the camera angle s
which suffice for examining the environment. For a given cam
angle size, the target can be detected only when it is with
certain range of distance (effective range) from the camera ce
(Fig. 5). Our strategy, as described in Section 6.1, is to sele
group of camera angle sizes such that no matter where the t
is in the environment, one of them can make the image of
target good enough to be detected.

Each selected angle size can successfully examine a lay
the sphere surrounding the camera center (Fig. 8). Therefor

second task is to decide how to select the corresponding view
directions to examine the given layer. In Section 6.2, we pres
e is
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an algorithm that selects a set of viewing directions that suffi
to cover the corresponding layer. For each viewing direction
can successfully examine a portion of the spherical layer (ca
the effective volume) corresponding to the intersection of t
layer and the wedge-shaped viewing volume associated w
the camera’s viewing direction.

For each camera angle size, we can select a group of view
directions. The union of the camera parameter settings (de
mined by direction and angle size) of all the selected viewi
angle sizes gives the total camera parameter settings tha
needed to examine the whole environment. To search for the
get, we only need to try these camera settings one by one. We
this strategy the “nonPlanning” strategy. Suppose we havemset-
tings, then the expected number of settings that need to be t
in order to find the target is

1

m
× 1+

[(
1− 1

m

)]
1

m− 1
× 2+ · · ·

+
[(

1− 1

m

)
· · ·
(

1− 1

1− (m− 2)

)]
1

m− 1
×m= m+ 1

2
.

(1)

Whenm is large or the amount of time needed to analyze t
image taken by the camera is large, the nonPlanning strat
is not efficient for target detection. To reduce the number
images to be analyzed, we need to plan the order in which cam
settings are applied. By applying the most promising settin

ing
ent
first we can increase the probability of detecting the target at an
early stage.
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What information should be considered when selecting
best camera settings? Maybe it is helpful to examine how pe
perform the search task. 3D visual search is a task that is
common in our everyday life. Almost every search proces
guided by our knowledge—we always search those regions
we believe most likely to contain the target. This illustrates
knowledge about possible positions of the target is very im
tant during the search process and it should be used to guid
search.

In order to use this knowledge, we encode it as a target p
ability distribution. In addition, we propose a concept cal
the detection function to capture the statistical regularity li
ing object recognition algorithm, target object, and viewpo
parameters. By combining the target distribution and detec
function, we are able to calculate the probability of detecting
target for a given camera setting. This information allows u
select those imaging geometries which have the best pote
for yielding useful results. We call this strategy the “plannin
strategy.

So far, there is a very important factor that has not b
considered—occlusion. The number of camera settings t
tried can be further reduced by considering only those set
whose effective volumes are not fully occluded or are not
side of the environment. This is easy to do if the geometr
the environment is known. When the geometry is not kno
we use the laser eye to ping the laser around and constru
“sensed sphere” (Fig. 16) which gives the region that is not
cluded with respect to the camera center. This sensed sph
then used to further restrict the camera settings to be consid

The above completes the description of our search stra
when the robot position is fixed. We call this the “where to lo
next” strategy. The next task is how to move the robot whe
seems that the current position is not likely to find the target.
each possible next position, there is a region that can be che
without occlusion. Our strategy, as described in Section 7.
to move to a position whose unoccluded region has the hig
probability of presence of the target (Figs. 10d–10f). As a re
the robot tends to move to a high probability region during
search process.

As a summary, there are two characteristics of our appro
The first is the decomposition of the huge number of cam
parameter settings allowed by the hardware into limited sett
that must be considered. This greatly reduces the compl
of the “where to look next” task. The second is the emph
on guidance through the agent’s knowledge. The advanta
this is that for relatively good knowledge, the most promis
actions tend to be selected first, as shown in Fig. 15. The d
back is that when the agent’s knowledge is too far from r
ity, the performance will decrease greatly as shown in Tab
There are many ways to perform object search other than th
we propose. For example, if there exist recognition algorith
that can detect other objects in addition to the target, then

indirect search strategy can greatly increase the search effici
as illustrated by Wixson and Ballard [59].
SOTSOS
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3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In order to reveal basic insights into the structure of obj
search task and delimit the space of permissible solutions
formulate the task and study it in a formal and theoretical fash
We first define some basic concepts used in the discussion
then pinpoint the complexity of the task and propose a pract
strategy to perform the task.

The search regionÄ can be of any form, and it is assumed th
we know the boundary ofÄ exactly, although we do not know
its internal configuration. In practice, we tessellate the reg
Ä into a series of elementsci , Ä=

⋃n
i=1 ci , andci ∩ cj = 0 for

i 6= j . In the rest of the paper, we assume the search regio
an office-like environment, and we tessellate the space into
cubes of equal size.

The model of the search agent, as described in Section 2
robot equipped with a pan, tilt, and zoom camera. There are t
coordinate systems used to describe the geometric configur
of the search agent (Fig. 2): the world coordinate system (WC
the robot coordinate system (RCS), and the camera coord
system (CCS). The WCS is fixed and corresponds to the se
regionÄ. The RCS is attached to the robot head with its origin
the center of the robot head. The direction of the RCS is the s
as that of the WCS. The CCS corresponds to the camera an
its origin at the nodal point of the camera. Here we assume
origin of the CCS and the origin of the RCS are the same.

FIG. 2. (a) The world coordinate system and the robot coordinate sys
ency
(b) The robot coordinate system and the camera viewing volume. (c) The robot
coordinate system and the camera viewing axis direction (p, t). (d) The camera
coordinate system and the image plane.
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SENSOR PLANNING

direction of theZ axis of the CCS is the same as the direction
the view axis of the camera. The direction of theX axis of the
CCS is parallel to the horizontal direction of the image pla
The direction of theY axis of the CCS is parallel to the vertica
direction of the image plane. The direction of the camera view
axis Z can be specified by the pan and tilt (p, t) with respect to
the RCS. The panp is the amount of counterclockwise rotatio
needed to bring the viewing axis of the camera into theX Z plane
of the RCS; tiltt is the angle between the viewing axis of th
camera and theZ axis of the RCS. The ranges forp andt are
0≤ p< 2π and 0≤ t <π .

The state of the search agent is uniquely determined by se
parameters (xc, yc, zc, w, h, p, t), where (xc, yc, zc) is the posi-
tion of the camera center in WCS, andw andh are the solid
angle width and solid angle height of the solid viewing angle
the camera. The position (xc, yc, zc) can be adjusted by moving
the mobile platform. The viewing angle size〈w, h〉 can be ad-
justed by the zoom lens of the camera. Pan and tilt (p, t) can be
adjusted by the motors on the robotics head.

An operationf = f(xc, yc, zc, p, t, w, h,a) is an action of the
searcher within the regionÄ, wherea is the recognition algo-
rithm used to detect the target. An operationf entails two steps:
(1) take aperspectiveprojection image according to the cam
era configuration off, and then (2) search the image using t
recognition algorithma.

The target distribution can be specified by a probability dis
bution functionp. The termp(ci , τ ) gives the probability that the
center of the target is within cubeci at timeτ . Usually this dis-
tribution is assumed to be known at the beginning of the sea
process, and it is determined by our knowledge of the wo
If we know nothing about the target probability distributio
then we can assume a uniform distribution at the beginn
Note, we usep(co, τ ) to represent the probability that the targ
is outside the search region at timeτ . The following constraint
holds throughout the search process:

p(co, τ )+
n∑

i=1

p(ci , τ ) = 1. (2)

The detection function onÄ is a functionb, such thatb(ci , f )
gives the conditional probability of detecting the target given t
the center of the target is located withinci , and the operation isf.
This function is further simplified as the conditional probabili
of detecting the target when the target center is located at
center ofci . For any operation, if the projection of the center
the cubeci is outside the image, we assumeb(ci , f )= 0; if the
cube is occluded or too far from the camera or too near, we
haveb(ci , f )= 0. In general [61, 62],b(ci , f ) is determined by
various factors, such as intensity, occlusion, and orientation.
obvious that the probability of detecting the target by apply
actionf is given by

n

P(f ) =
∑
i=1

p(ci , τf )b(ci , f ), (3)
OR OBJECT SEARCH 149
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whereτf is the time just beforef is applied. Let9 be the set of
all the cubes that are within the field of view off and that are
not occluded, then we have

P(f ) =
∑
c∈9

p(c, τf )b(c, f ). (4)

The reason that the termτf is introduced in the calculation
of P(f ) is that the probability distribution needs to be updat
whenever an action fails. Here we use Bayes’ formula. Letαi

be the event that the center of the target is in cubeci , and
let αo be the event that the center of the target is outside
search region. Letβ be the event that after applying a recogn
tion action, the recognizer successfully detects the target. T
P(¬β |αi )= 1− b(ci , f ) andP(αi | ¬β)= p(ci , τf+), whereτf+
is the time afterf is applied. Since the above eventsα1, . . . , αn,

αo are mutually complementary and exclusive, we get the
lowing update rule,

p(ci , τf+) = p(ci , τf )(1− b(ci , f ))
p(co, τf )+

∑n
j=1p(cj , τf )(1− b(cj , f ))

, (5)

wherei = 1, . . . ,n, o.
The costt o(f ) gives the total time needed to (1) manipula

the hardware to the status specified byf, (2) take a picture, (3)
update the environment and register the space, and (4) run
recognition algorithm. We assume that (2) and (3) are same
all the actions and (4) is known for any recognition algorith
and is constant for a given recognition algorithm.

LetOΩ be the set of all possible operations that can be appl
The effort allocationF={f1, . . . , fk} gives the ordered set o
operations applied in the search, wheref i ∈OΩ. P(f1) gives the
probability that the first action detects the target. [1−P(f1)] P(f2)
gives the probability that the first action does not detect the
get, but the second action detects the target. Similar analysis
be applied to other actions inF. Finally,{∏k−1

i=1 [1− P(f i )]}P(fk)
gives the probability thatf1, . . . , fk−1 failed to detect the target
butfk detects the target. It is clear that the probability of detect
the target by effort allocationF is given by

P[F] = P(f1)+ [1− P(f1)] P(f2)+ · · ·

+
{

k−1∏
i=1

[1− P(f i )]

}
P(fk). (6)

The total cost for applying this allocation is (following [52]

T [F] =
k∑

i=1

to(f i ). (7)

SupposeK is the total time that can be allowed in the searc
then the task of sensor planning for object search can be de

as finding an allocationF⊂OΩ, which satisfiesT(F)≤ K and
maximizesP[F].
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After some analyses and manipulations, we have obta
many interesting properties and proved that the sensor plan
task for object search is NP complete (refer to Appendix A
properties).

Since the sensor planning problem is NP-complete and
ally the number of the available candidate actions is large,
necessary to simplify the original problem. Instead of look
for an algorithm that always generates an optimal solution,
simply use heuristics that will generate a feasible solution
the original problem. Here, we use a greedy strategy. The gre
method suggests that one can devise an algorithm which w
in stages, considering one input at a time. At each stage, bas
some optimization measure, the next candidate is selected
is included into the partial solution developed so far. Supp
we have already executedq(q≥ 1) actionsFq={f1, . . . , fq}. We
now want to find the next actionfq+1 to execute, with the hope
that our strategy of finding the next action may lead to anap-
proximatesolution for the object search task.

When we execute a next actionf, the effort allocation become
Fq+1={f1, . . . , fq, f}. The expected probability of detecting th
target isP[Fq+1]= P[Fq]+1P(f ), where1P(f )={∏q

j=1[1−∑n
i=1 p(ci , τf j )b(ci , f j )]}× [

∑n
i=1 p(ci , τf )b(ci , f )] (Note: τfk ,

1≤ k≤q refers to the time just before the application offk). The
total cost becomesT [Fq+1]= T [Fq]+1T (f ), where1T (f )=
to(f ). Our strategy for selecting the next action is as follows:
next actionfq+1 should be selected that maximizes the term1P(f )

1T (f ) .
Since the term{∏q

j=1[1−∑n
i=1 p(ci , τf j )b(ci , f j )]} is fixed no

matter what next actionf is selected, our strategy becomes
select the next action that maximizes the term

E(f ) =
∑n

i=1 p(ci , τf )b(ci , f )
to(f )

. (8)

Intuitively, this approach is similar to the greedy strate
for solving the KNAPSACK problem [22]. It is interesting t
note that the simple greedy strategy may even generate op
answers in certain situations (please refer to Appendix B
details).

For the model of search agent discussed in this paper, the
of moving the robot is much higher than the cost of chang
the camera direction and visual angle size. Thus, we fur
simplify the “one step look ahead” problem into two separ
phases: the “where to look next” phase and the “where to m
next” phase. The “where to look next” task selects the parame
p, t, w, h,a for the next action to be executed when the rob
position is fixed. The “where to move next” task selects the n
robot position when the benefit of simply adjusting the st
parameters of the camera is too low.

4. DETECTION FUNCTION

From Section 3 and Appendix A, we can see that the detec

functionb(c, f ) is frequently used in calculating the probabilit
of detecting the target and in updating the environment pr
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ability distributions. Obviously we cannot generate the va
of b(c, f ) at run time, so we should obtain the detection fun
tion values before the search process and retrieve these v
whenever needed.

The standard detection functionb0((θ, δ, l ), 〈a, w, h〉) gives
a measure of the detecting ability of the recognition algorithma
when no previous action has been applied. In this formula,〈w, h〉
is the viewing angle size of the camera; (θ, δ, l ) is the relative po-
sition of the center of the target to the camera;θ = arctan(xz ), δ=
arctan(yz ), andl = z, where (x, y, z) are the coordinates of the
target center in CCS. We assume that the target is within
field of view of the camera, thus−w

2 ≤ θ ≤ w
2 ,− h

2 ≤ δ≤ h
2 , and

l > 0. The value ofb0((θ, δ, l ), 〈a, w, h〉) can be obtained by ex
periment. We can first put the target at (θ, δ, l ) and then perform
experiments under various conditions, such as light intens
background situation, and the relative orientation of the tar
with respect to the camera center. The final value will be the t
number of successful recognitions divided by the total num
of experiments. Usually, we tessellate the space ofθ, δ, l into
grids and record the approximate detection function value
each grid. These values can be stored in a look-up table inde
by θ, δ, l and retrieved when needed. Sometimes we may
proximate these values by analytic formulas.

It is not necessary to record the detection function values
all the different sizes of the solid viewing angles. We only ne
the detection values of one camera angle size (we call it
reference angle), and those of the other camera angle size
be obtained approximately by transforming them into those
the known camera angle size.

Suppose we know the detection function values for vie
ing angle size〈w0, h0〉. We want to find the detection func
tion values for viewing angle size〈w, h〉. To get the value of
b(〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉) for a given〈θ, δ, l 〉, we need to find the val-
ues of (θ0, δ0, l0) for angle size〈w0, h0〉 that make the following
approximation true:

b(〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉) ≈ b(〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉). (9)

The approximation relation (Eq. 9) means that when we
the recognition algorithm to analyze the picture taken with p
rameters (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉) and the picture taken with paramete
(〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉), we should get almost the same result.
guarantee this, the images of the target object should be alm
the same for both imaging parameters, i.e., they must be app
imately equal in at least two geometric factors, namely the sc
factor and the position factor. (Note, here we omit the influen
of the perspective distortion.) The scale factor refers to the siz
the projection of the target object on the image plane. The
sition factor refers to the position on the image plane of
projection of the center of the target object.

We use the scale factor to find the value ofl0 whenl is given.
The sizes of the projection of the target object on the ima
y
ob-
planes for (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉) and (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉) are ap-
proximately determined byl andl0, respectively. The scale factor
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tells us that for a target patch that is parallel to the image pla
the area of its projection on the image plane for (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉)
should be the same as the area of its projection on the image p
for (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉). Suppose that the width of the imag
plane isW and the height of the image plane isH . Since the size
of the image plane remains constant for different focal leng
W andH will be the same for any focal length.

Suppose the area of the target patch isS, the area of the
projected target image for (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉) is S′, and the area of
the projected target image for (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉) is S′0. From
the similarity relation between the target patch and its projec
image, it is easy to show that

S′ = f 2

l 2
S. (10)

Since

tan

(
w

2

)
=

W
2

f

and

tan

(
h

2

)
=

H
2

f

we have

S′ = f 2

l 2
S= W H

4l 2 tan
(
w
2

)
tan
(

h
2

)S. (11)

Similarly,

S′0 =
W H

4l 2
0 tan

(
w0
2

)
tan
( h0

2

)S. (12)

To guaranteeS′ = S′0, we get

l0 = l

√√√√ tan
(
w
2

)
tan
(

h
2

)
tan
(
w0
2

)
tan
( h0

2

) . (13)

We use the position factor to find the values ofθ0, δ0 when
θ andδ are given. SupposeD is the center of target patch with
respect to (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉), D′(x′, y′, z′) is the image ofD on
the image plane with respect to (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉), D0 is the cen-
ter of target patch with respect to (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉), and
D′0(x′0, y′0, z

′
0) is the image ofD0 on the image plane with re

spect to (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉), where (x′, y′, z′) and (x′0, y′0, z
′
0)

are in CCS. Then we have

W

x′ = f tan(θ ) = 2

tan
(
w
2

) tan(θ ) = W

2

tan(θ )

tan
(
w
2

) . (14)
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Similarly,

y′ = H

2

tan(δ)

tan
(

h
2

) (15)

x′0 =
W

2

tan(θ0)

tan
(
w0
2

) (16)

y′0 =
H

2

tan(δ0)

tan
( h0

2

) . (17)

To guaranteex′ = x′0 andy′ = y′0, we get

θ0 = arctan

[
tan(θ )

tan
(
w0
2

)
tan
(
w
2

) ] (18)

and

δ0 = arctan

[
tan(δ)

tan
( h0

2

)
tan
(

h
2

) ]. (19)

So, when we want to find the detection function value for p
rameters〈θ, δ, l 〉with respect to the camera angle size〈w, h〉, we
can first find the corresponding〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, then retrieve the de-
tection function value forb(〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉) from the look-
up table or from the analytical formula.

It is interesting to note that the above calculations are c
sistent with respect to the misfocus property of the two vis
angle sizes: the area of the blur circle for (〈θ, δ, l 〉, 〈w, h〉) is
the same as the area of the blur circle for (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉).
Suppose the diameter of the blur circle produced by (〈θ, δ, l 〉,
〈w, h〉) is c, the focus distance forl is v, and the diameter of
aperture isa. We have

c

a
= v − f

v
(20)

1

l
+ 1

v
= 1

f
. (21)

Thus,c= a f
l . Similarly, we havec0= a f0

l0
, wherec0 is the

diameter of the blur circle produced by (〈θ0, δ0, l0〉, 〈w0, h0〉).
Since

l0 = l

√√√√ tan
(
w
2

)
tan
(

h
2

)
tan
(
w0
2

)
tan
( h0

2

) = l
f0

f
, (22)

we have

c0 = a f0
l0
= a f0

l f0
f

= a f

l
= c. (23)

It is also interesting to note that when the configurations of t

operations are very similar, they might be correlated with each
other—the detection function values of the second operation
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are influenced by the previous applied actions. For exampl
we apply the same operationf two times, and the first applica
tion fails, then the detection function value forf in its second
application is 0, instead of that calculated from the above
scribed method. The reason is that the camera configura
and the surrounding environment for the two applications
same. Since this situation makes the first application off fail,
it will certainly make the second application off fail. In order
to reduce the error caused by the action correlation, we sh
only select those actions whose configurations are not sim
Later in this paper, we will introduce the concept of a laye
sensed sphere. The actions to be selected are based on th
ered sensed sphere and the configurations of these action
quite different. Thus, the error caused by the correlation betw
actions can be reduced.

5. SENSED SPHERE

A representation of the nonoccluded space around the ca
is needed. Any lines emanating from the center of the camera
hit a solid object in the environment. The environment arou
the camera can thus be represented by the union of all t
lines. This representation can be made discrete by dividing
space around the camera with a series of solid angles. Each
angle is associated with a radius which is the length of the
from the camera center in the direction of the central axis
the solid angle. The environment can thus be represente
the union of these solid angles. This representation is called
sensed sphere[51]. The sensed sphere can be constructed ei
by a laser or by a stereo approach. To use a stereo appr
to construct the sensed sphere, we can first construct a s
depth sampling of the environment by existing stereo algorith
[32, 38, 48, 54] and then transform this into the representa
of a sensed sphere.

In this paper, we used a laser range finder to construct
sensed sphere. In order to do this, we need totessellatethe sur-
face of the unit sphere so as to get a series of uniform or n
uniform patches which partition the surface. Then we can p
the laser at the center of each patch to construct the sensed s
There are many ways to tessellate the surface. However, in o
to make the tessellation as uniform as possible and to mak
number of mechanical operations as small as possible, we us
following method. First, we tessellate the range [0, π ] of tilt uni-
formly by a factor 2m, wherem is an integer. This tessellation i
general depends on the complexity of the environment. Thus
tilt ranges are [0, α), . . . , [(i − 1)α, iα), . . . , [π −α, π ), where
α= π

2m . Each tilt range [tbi , tei ) corresponds to a horizontal cir
cular surface slice. The range of pan corresponding to each
is [0, 2π ). Then, for each tilt range [tbi , tei ) except [0, α) and
[π −α, π ), we tessellate the range [0, 2π ) of pan. Each pan
range [pbi, j , pei, j ) and its corresponding tilt range [tbi , tei ) defines
a surface patch whose pan and tilt are confined bytbi ≤ tilt < tei
and pbi, j ≤ pan< pei, j . The goal of our tessellation is to mak
the areas of the resulting surface patches approximately eq
SOTSOS
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At the equator, the change of pan isα, which is the same as the
change of tilt. The area of patches at the equator is approxima
α2. However, the area of each surface patch for othertilts will
differ with this tessellation scheme. In order to keep patch ar
approximately equal, we adjust the amount of pan for ev
differenttilt . Figure 3a shows a surface patch on the equator
a surface patch that is not on the equator. Our strategy is to se
the pan such that|C D| = |AB|. We then obtain that the chang
of pan1i for tilt range [(i − 1)α, iα) is

1i =


2 arcsin

(
sin α

2

sin(iα)

)
, if iα≤ π

2

2 arcsin

(
sin α

2

sin[(i − 1)α]

)
, if ( i − 1)α≥ π

2
.

(24)

So, for tilt range [(i − 1)α, iα), the pan ranges are [0,1i ),
[1i , 21i ), . . . , [ni1i , 2π ). The length of each pan range is1i

except for the last range [ni1i , 2π ). When constructing the
sensed sphere, we only need to change the value of pan to c
the tilt slice corresponding to tilt range [(i − 1)α, iα). After this
slice is covered, we change both the values of pan and tilt to m
the laser to the first position of the next tilt slice and repeat
covering process. Figure 3b shows a side view of a tessella
with m= 10. The sensed sphere constructed with the tesse
tion scheme described above can be concisely represented a
union of all solid angles

⋃
[tbi ,tei )=[(i−1)α,iα),i=1,...,2m

 ⋃
[ pbi, j ,pei, j )=[0,1i ),[1i ,21i ),...,[ni1i ,2π )

× Ai j
(
tbi , tei ; pbi, j , pei, j ; ri j

) , (25)

whereri j is the length of the radius along the directiontilt =
tbi + tei

2 , pan= pbi, j + pei, j

2 . The solid angleAi j is bounded bytbi ≤
tilt < tei , pbi, j ≤ pan< pei, j , andri j .

The resolution of the sensed sphere is controlled by 2m, the
number of divisions we use to divide [0,π ]. A large value of 2m
results in a dense sensed sphere, whereas a small value re
in a crude sensed sphere. If we define the complexity of
sensed sphere to be the total number of solid angles use
the tessellation, then the complexity of the sensed sphere is
than 2m ∗ 4m= 8m2. When the construction of a dense sens
sphere takes too much time, we can simply construct a cr
sensed sphere during the search process.

As a by-product of sensed sphere construction, some so
ity information of the environment can be obtained. When w
ping the laser along a given direction, the laser will hit the e
vironment. In real applications, we assume that a small reg
surrounding the point hit by laser is occupied by solid obje
e
ual.
This information is useful when we perform the “where to move
next task.” In order to encode this information, each cube is
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FIG. 3. Tessellation of the unit sphere. (a) The change of pan fo

associated with a solidity property. A cube is solid if we belie
that it is occupied by a solid object, in other words, if it is ne
a point hit by a laser. For each cubec, its center belongs to one
and only one solid angleAc. Suppose the radius ofAc is r Ac

and the point hit by the laser beam along the central axis ofAc

is PAc. Suppose the camera center isO. Let |c− O| represent
the distance between the center ofc and the camera center an
|c−PAc| represent the distance betweencandPAc. Then for each
cubec within the environment, we register its solidity proper
as follows. If|c−O| ≤ δ1 (the region within the layer in Fig. 4)
and|c− PAc| ≤ δ2 (the region within the circle in Fig. 4), then
the solidity of cubec is registered assolid; otherwise, it is regis-
tered asunknown. Constantsδ1 andδ2 are determined before th
search process. The solid cubes can be maintained as a lis
ing the search process. Suppose the maximum number of c
that can be enclosed within the region determined byδ1 and
δ2 is Nδ1δ2, then the complexity of updating the solid cube li
is (2m) ∗ (4m) ∗ Nδ1δ2. Usually the maximum number of solid
cubes is much less than the total number of cubesn within the
environment.
4. The illustration of the solidity property. The shaded region is assum
solid.
r a given tilt. (b) The side view of a tessellated sphere withα0= 0.157 (9 ).
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6. WHERE TO LOOK NEXT

We need to selectw, h, p, t,a such thatE(f ) defined in Eq. (8)
is maximized. We first consider the situation where only o
recognition algorithm is available. Since the cost for any o
eration with the same recognition algorithm is the same (
assumptions in Appendix A), our task becomes the selectio
w, h, p, t such thatP(f ) is maximized. This task is time con
suming because of the huge number of possible actions, as
termined by the total number of camera configurations that
be achieved by the hardware. In our case, the number of con
urations is the product of: (1) the number of different viewin
angle sizes, (2) the number of different pan values, and (3)
number of different tilt values. To make the problem tractab
we must decompose this huge space of possible sensing ac
into a small set of actions to be tried and select the next ac
among the resulting limited set of actions.

6.1. Determine the Necessary Viewing Angle Size

We first select the necessary camera angle sizes. For a g
robot position and a given recognition algorithm, there are ma
possible viewing angle sizes. However, the whole search reg
can be examined with high probability of detection using only
small number of them. The ability of the recognition algorith
and the value of the detection function are influenced by
image size of the target. Usually the recognizer can success
recognize the target only when the image size of the targe
within a certain range such that the whole target can be brou
into the field of view of the camera and the features can
detected with the required precision. For an operation wit
given recognition algorithm and a fixed viewing angle size, t
edprobability of successfully recognizing the target is high only
when the target’s distance is within a certain range. Therefore,
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FIG. 5. 2D illustration of the selection of the camera’s angle size. (a) Th
such that their effective range can cover the whole distance of the depth D

different sizes of the viewing angle〈w, h〉 will be associated
with differenteffective rangesof distance. Our purpose here
to select those angles whose effective ranges will cover the e
depthD of the search region, and at the same time there wil
no overlap of their effective ranges.

Suppose that the biggest viewing angle for the camer
〈w0× h0〉, and its effective range is [N0, F0]. Here N refers
to “near” andF refers to “far.” We can use geometric constra
to find other required viewing angles〈w1× h1〉, . . . , 〈wn0×hn0〉
and their corresponding effective ranges [N1,F1], . . . , [Nn0,Fn0],
such that [N0, F0] ∪ · · · ∪ [Nn0, Fn0] ⊇ [N0, D] and [Ni , Fi ) ∩
[Nj , Fj )=∅ if i 6= j . Thesen0+ 1 angle sizes are enough to e
amine the whole depth of the search space with high probab
Figure 5 gives a 2D illustration of the above idea.

Since the effective range [Ni+1, Fi+1] of the next viewing
angle〈wi+1× hi+1〉 should be adjacent to the effective ran
of the current viewing angle〈wi × hi 〉, we haveNi+1= Fi . To
guarantee that the areas of the images of the target patc
〈wi × hi 〉 at Ni andFi are equal to the areas of the images of
target patch of〈wi+1× hi+1〉 at Ni+1 andFi+1, respectively, we
obtain (using Eq. (13)):

wi = 2 arctan

[(
N0

F0

)i

tan

(
w0

2

)]
(26)

hi = 2 arctan

[(
N0

F0

)i

tan

(
h0

2

)]
(27)

Ni = F0

(
F0

N0

)i−1

; Fi = F0

(
F0

N0

)i

. (28)
SinceNi ≤ D, we obtaini ≤ ln( D
F0

)

ln( F0
N0

)
−1. Letn0=b ln( D

F0
)

ln( F0
N0

)
−1c,
effective range of a given angle size. (b) The viewing angle size should be
and at the same time there will be no overlap of their effective ranges.
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then the angles to be considered by the sensing actions are〈w0×
h0〉, 〈w1× h1〉, . . . , 〈wn0× hn0〉.

Figure 6a shows that for large ratioF0
N0

, the beginning of the
effective range will increase very quickly as the index of t
effective camera angle increases (if the hardware can pro
the corresponding angle size). Figure 6b shows that the t
effective volume (the 3D space within the effective range a
the viewing volume) will increase as the index of the effecti
camera angle increases. This demonstrates that when there
occlusion, it is better to remain in one place and search the sp
as far as the camera can see, rather than drive the robot nea
unsearched space.

The sensed sphere can be further divided into several la
according to the effective viewing angle sizes derived above (
Fig. 7 for a 2D illustration). This layered sensed sphereLSScan
be represented as

LSS=
⋃

〈wk,hk〉,k=0,...,n0

LSS〈wk,hk〉, (29)

whereLSS〈wk,hk〉 is the layer corresponding to viewing angle siz
〈wk, hk〉,

LSS〈wk,hk〉 =
⋃
i, j

LA〈wk,hk〉
i j . (30)

The layered solid angle sliceLA〈wk,hk〉
i j is the intersection

of the solid angleAi j of the sensed sphere and the curre
layer LSS〈wk,hk〉. There is a probabilityp〈wk,hk〉

i j associated with
LA〈wk,hk〉

i j , which gives the sum of the probabilities of all the cub
that belong toLA〈wk,hk〉

i j . In other words,p〈wk,hk〉
i j is the sum of the

probability for each cube which satisfies the following: (1) it

within Ai j , (2) the distance to the camera center is less thanri j ,
and (3) the distance to the camera center is within the effective
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FIG. 6. The Influence of the ratioF0/N0 w

range of〈wk, hk〉, which means that the distance should
greater thanN〈wk,hk〉 and less thanF〈wk,hk〉.

6.2. Determining the Necessary Viewing Directions
for a Given Angle Size

For a given effective angle size〈w, h〉 selected by the abov
method, there are a huge number of viewing directions that
be considered. Each direction (p, t) corresponds to a rectangula
pyramid which is the viewing volume determined by paramet
〈w, h, p, t〉. Within this viewing volume, only a slice of the
pyramid can be examined with high detection probability
the given recognition algorithm, i.e., those parts that are wit
LSS〈w,h〉. We call this slice of pyramid theeffective volumefor
parameter〈w, h, p, t〉. The union of the effective volumes of a
the possible〈p, t〉with respect to the given〈w, h〉will cover the
given layerLSS〈w,h〉. But to examineLSS〈w,h〉, it is not necessary
to try every possible (p, t) one by one, we only need to consid
D illustration of the layered sensed sphere. (a) A single layer co
o a given effective range. (b) The layered sensed sphere.
henN0= 1.7, w0= h0= 1.046 radian (60◦).
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those directions such that the union of their effective volum
covers the whole layerLSS〈w,h〉 with little overlap.

The selection of the candidate directions is similar to t
tessellation of the sensed sphere, but not identical. The
face patterns cut by the camera’s viewing volume are differ
from the surface patterns obtained from our previous tesse
tion method. Letα=min{w, h}. We study in the following how
to select the necessary camera viewing directions for angle
〈α, α〉 such that the selected actions can cover the whole sph

Suppose the viewing direction of the camera (pan and t
is 〈p, t〉. We want to determine the range of surface patch
the sphere that can be covered by the viewing volume of
camera. This covered surface patch should be specified by a
rangetb≤ tilt ≤ te and a pan rangepb≤ pan ≤ pe. Our purpose
in the following is to find the values oftb, te, pb, andpe such that
the corresponding surface patch can be covered by the cam
viewing volume with direction (p, t).

First, we need to find the range of pan1pan= pe− pb for
the given viewing direction of the camera. From Fig. 8, we c
see that any point J on arĉAB has a corresponding point E on
arcĈD such that they have the same value of tilt. The small
difference of pan for a point on̂AB and its corresponding point
on ĈD occurs at points A and D. We take the difference of th
range of pan for points A and D as the value of1pan. After a
detailed calculation, we obtain

1pan= 2 arctan

{
sin
(
α
2

)
sin
(
t + α

2

)} . (31)

But for this change of pan, the viewing volume cannot cov
all the surface patch whose tilt value is betweent− α

2 andt+ α
2 .

From Fig. 8b, we can see that the big circle arĉHB gradually
rre-goes down (decreases in Z value) as the point moves from H
to B. So, there is a part between big circle arĉCHB and arc
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FIG. 8. The surface patch cut by the view volume. (a) The camera’s vie
volume and the sphere. KABCD is the camera’s viewing volume, where
the center of the camera,̂AB, B̂C, ĈD, andD̂A are the big circle arcs cut by th
bounding plane of the viewing volume.̂HF is the big circle arc which is cut b
the vertical plane of the viewing volume (YZ plane in camera coordinate sys
H is at the middle of big circle arĉBC, F is at the middle of big circle arc AD

F̂M is part of the locus of points on the sphere whose tilt ist + α
2 , andL̂HG is

part of the locus of points on the sphere whose tilt ist − α
2 . L̂HG andB̂C only

have one common point H.̂NFM andÂD only have one common point F. (b)
detailed view of the surface patch ABCD that is contained within the cam
viewing volume.

ĤG that cannot be covered by the camera’s viewing vol
when the intended pan range is1pan. We need to determine th
tilt value of a point as it approaches B from H along the
circle arcĤB with the change of pan equal to

1pan
2 . After some

calculations, we obtain the tilt value

arccos


cos
(
t − α

2

)√
1+ sin2( α2 ) sin2(t − α

2 )
sin2(t + α

2 )

.
From above calculations, it is easy to show that the follow

sphere surface patch can be covered by the viewing volume
direction (p, t),

p− arctan

{
sin
(
α
2

)( )} ≤ pan≤ p+ arctan

{
sin
(
α
2

)( )}

sin t + α

2 sin t + α
2

teps 3 an

ng

(32)

FIG. 9. An example to illustrate the enumeration algorithm. (a) We first cover the slice near the equator. The tilt interval of the slice is selected by Sd
4. (b) After the first slice is covered, we cover the second slice. The tilt interval of the slice is selected by Steps 6 and 4. (c), (d), (e), (f) are similarto (b). (g) An

denoted asV(〈wk, hk, p, t〉). Since only those cubes that belo
to the effective volume make a major contribution toP(f ), we
illustration on how to cover a given slice. The change of pan1pan is determine
constrained by the tilt range and pan range as shown in (g). For each block
TSOTSOS
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arccos


cos
(
t − α

2

)√
1+ sin2( α2 ) sin2(t − α

2 )
sin2(t + α

2 )

 ≤ tilt ≤ t + α
2
. (33)

Suppose the final viewing direction set isScandidate. According
to the above calculations, we can get the following algorithm
enumerating the viewing directions to cover the whole sphe

1. Scandidate= ∅
2. p← 0, t← 0, Scandidate= Scandidate∪ 〈p, t〉.
3. te← π

2
4. tb← arccos{ cos((te− α

2 )− α
2 )√

1+ sin2( α2 ) sin2((te− α
2 )− α

2 )

sin2((te− α
2 )+ α

2 )

}

5. Cover the slice on the sphere whose tilt is within the ran
of [tb, te] and the slice on the sphere whose tilt is within th
range of [π − te, π − tb].

(a) Lett ← te− α
2 .

(b) let1pan← 2 arctan{ sin(α2 )
sin((t − α

2 )+ α
2
}

(c) Use1pan to divide [0, 2π ] for the given slide. So, we
can get a series of [pb, pe]. They are [0,1pan], [1pan, 21pan],
. . . , [k1pan, 2π ]. Note: the length of the last interval may no
be1pan.

(d) For each division, letp← pb+ pe

2 . Then perform
Scandidate= Scandidate∪〈p, t〉andScandidate= Scandidate∪〈p, π−t〉.

6. Let te← tb
7. If te ≤ α, stop the process. Otherwise Goto 4.

See also Fig. 9.

6.3. Selecting the Next Action

For a given recognition algorithma, we can find a list of
candidate viewing angle sizesw0× h0, w1× h1, . . . , wn0 × hn0.
For each candidate angle size〈wk, hk〉(0≤ k≤ n0), we can find
a series of camera viewing directions that must be conside
To select the best directions among these candidate directi
we need to useP(f ) to compare them. The region that is th
intersection of the sensed sphere, the corresponding laye
the given viewing angle size〈wk, hk〉, and the viewing volume
determined by〈p, t〉 is the effective volume for〈wk, hk, p, t〉,
d by Step 5(b). Step 5(c) tessellate the slice using1pan, resulting a series of blocks
, there is another block that is on the lower half of the sphere and is covered by Step 5(d).
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SENSOR PLANNING

need only take these cubes into consideration when calcul
P(f ). In practice, we may use the probability of the presenc
the target object within the effective volume⋃

LA〈wk ,hk〉
i j ∈V(〈wk,hk,p,t〉)

p〈wk,hk〉
i j

to compare among candidate directions.
For each candidate angle size〈wk, hk〉 (0≤ k ≤ n0), we find

a best direction〈pk, tk〉. Thus, we obtainn0+ 1 candidate action
f0= f(p0, t0, w0, h0,a), f1= f(p1, t1, w1, h1,a), . . . , fn0= f(pn0,

tn0, wn0, hn0,a). Then we calculate the probability of detecti
for eachfk, 0≤ k≤ n0 according toP(f ) and select the one wit
the highest value as the best candidate action with respect t
recognition algorithma.

For any recognition algorithma, we obtain a best candida
actionfa. Supposea1,a2, . . . ,am are the recognition algorithm
available for the search task, then we obtainm candidate actions
fa1, . . . , fam. For each candidate action, we calculate its uti
function value according toE(f ). Then the action with the highe
utility value will be taken as the next action to be executed.

After applying each action, we will update the probability
any cubes within the search space. Since the updating pro
might take time, we can select several operations under the
rent world state and update the state after these operation
applied. The probability of presence within the current sen
sphereSSis ProbSS=

∑
ci∈SSp(ci ). This probability will be de-

creased each time an operation is applied. When the rat
ProbSSand the probability of presence within the search sp

ProbSS
1− p(co) is less than a certain threshold, or when the probab
of detecting the target by the selected action is too small, we
want the robot to change position.

7. WHERE TO MOVE NEXT

7.1. Selecting the Next Robot Position

The goal of the “where to move next” algorithm is to select
next camera position such that, at the new position, the cam
can examine those parts of the region that have high probab
of presence of the target but are occluded if viewed from
previous positions. A related but different work was done
Maver and Bajcsy [39]. Their goal was to achieve a desc
tion of a random arrangement of unknown objects in a sc
by moving the sensor to see a portion of the visual field
is hidden. Compared with randomly selecting a viewing po
their approach can significantly save the computational cos
minimizing the number of views taken. For object search ta
in order to select the next robot position, first we need to de
which candidate positions the cameracan reach. Then we need
to know which one is themost beneficialamong these reachab
positions. The strategy with respect to this task is greatly in

enced by the hardware that controls the camera. With res
to the hardware used in this paper, the goal becomes sele
FOR OBJECT SEARCH 157
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the robot’s next position such that the sensed sphere at the
position has the highest probability presence of the target,
the constraint that the movement of the robot from the curr
position to the next position is on astraight line.

In general, the robot can be at any position where there i
solid object within the volume occupied by the robot. Many
the possible positions are not necessary, however. If we know
geometric configuration of the search space, then we can s
a set of candidate positions such that the robot can examin
whole search region without occlusion. If we have no knowled
of the geometric configuration of the search space, then we
tessellate the horizontal plane of the search region into squ
and take the centers of the squares as the candidate positio
be considered. The side length of the square should be care
designed so as to get a reasonable number of candidate pos

The candidate positions discussed above can be furthe
duced by considering whether the robot can reach these p
tions from its current position. When the robot moves from
current position to a candidate position, there will be a volum
space that is traversed by the robot. According to the current
istration of the space, if there are no solid cubes present w
this volume, then we assume the robot can reach this cand
position; otherwise, we assume the robot cannot reach this
didate position. We only consider those candidate positions
the robot can reach by the above criteria.

Now we will select the next robot position among these rea
able candidate positions. To do this, we need to know the
proximate unoccluded region that can be seen by the cam
with respect to each reachable candidate position. We call
region the expected sensed sphereSSe. If we know the geometric
configuration of the search space, we can directly calculate
SSe as shown in Figs. 10a–10c. If we do not know the geom
ric configuration, we can estimateSSe by using the boundary
of the search region and the solidity property of the cube
the region. First, we calculate the expected sensed sphe
just taking the boundary of the search regionÄ (assumed to be
known) as solid and assume that we ping the laser around in
calculated directions from this candidate position. Thus, we
calculate the radius for each solid angle ofSSe. Then we update
these radii according to the current registration of the sea
spaceÄ, Figs. 10e and 10f. For each solid cube and its ass
ated solid angle with respect to the expected sensed sphereSSe,
we attempt to update the radius as follows. If the distance f
this cube to the center of the new camera position is less
the radius of the solid angle, we replace the radius of the s
angle by this distance; otherwise, the radius of the solid an
is not updated. In this way, we construct the expected sen
sphereSSe for the current reachable candidate position. T
complexity of computing an expected sensed sphere is less
2m∗ 4m+ Nsolid≤ 8m2+ n, wherem is defined in Section 5
Nsolid is the total number of solid cubes in the environment, a
n is the total number of cubes in the environment.
pect
cting

Each candidate position is associated with an expected sensed
sphere constructed by the above method. For each expected
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FIG. 10. 2D illustration of the construction of expected sensed sphere. (a) The environment. B is the camera’s current position, A is a candidate position. The
shaded areas are occupied by solid obstacles. (b), (c) The constructed sensed sphere assuming the robot knows the geometric configuration. (d), (e) The sensed
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sphere and generated solid cubes at position B. (f) The expected sensed

sensed sphere, we can calculate the probability of presen
the target by summing up the probabilities of all the cubes
are within this expected sensed sphere

∑
ci∈SSe

p(ci ). Thus, for
each candidate position, we can get its corresponding prob
ity of presence of the target. We will then select the posit
whose corresponding expected sensed sphere has the max
probability of presence of the target as our next position.

After we find the next position, we drive the robot to th
position and begin our new search. Since the solidity prop
of the cube obtained so far may not correctly represent the
situation, the robot may stop in the middle of the journey. I
cannot reach the next position, then it will begin the “where
look next” phase at the place it has stopped.

At this point we must consider the inaccuracy of robot mo
ment, since we need to know the robot position with respec
the world coordinate system after reach movement. In gen
we cannot solely depend on dead reckoning approaches
cause they are not sufficiently reliable over long distances
the position error is compounded over sequences of movem
as the robot traverses the environment. Here we use the me
of external referencing. That is, we assume there are fixed, e
detectable landmarks or beacons in the environment. The l
tions of these beacons or landmarks, in the form of coordin
in the world coordinate system, serve as the reference for c
puting the robot position. This approach has the advantage
the position errors are bounded. Since position errors apply
to the horizontal direction (the robot height is fixed and the flo
is horizontal) and are bounded, we can incorporate the as
ated uncertainty into the probability distribution as a blurring

convolution operation performed on the probability distributio
of the cubes on each horizontal layer. For example, if we assu
phere at A.
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the robot position uncertainty is uniform and within a bound
error range, the following method can be used to incorporate
uncertainty into the probability distribution. When we move
a new place, the probability of presence of each cube will be
sum of the probabilities of presence for the cubes in the s
layer within the uncertainty range centered at the correspon
cube divided by the number of these cubes. Note, this opera
does not change the total sum of the probabilities of the cu
and thus there is no need for normalization.

Please note that the “where to move next” strategy is lo
planning in the sense that it restricts the movement of the r
from its current position to its next position to be a straight li
Thus, the next position selected by our strategy may not be
best position in a global sense. Also note that our strategy
plicitly assumes that the cost of adjusting the camera is m
cheaper than that of moving the robot. If the two costs are com
rable, then a strategy of selecting the robot position and cam
viewing direction and viewing angle size at the same time m
perform better. For example, when the geometry structure o
environment is known, we can find a robot position such
the highest probability region can be viewed without occlus
After the camera is directed to check this region, we then m
the robot to another position such that the next highest reg
can be checked without occlusion. This process can be rep
until the target is found.

7.2. The Solidity Property

During the search process, the robot must acquire informa

n
me
about the solidity property of the cube. This solidity property is
used to calculate the radius of the expected sensed sphere. Since
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SENSOR PLANNING

TABLE 1
The Combination of the Solidity Property

Old New Combined

Solid Solid Solid
Solid Unknown Solid
Unknown Solid Solid
Unknown Unknown Unknown

the movement uncertainty is bounded, the error of the calcul
radius of the expected sensed sphere is also bounded. As a r
the calculated probability of presence of the expected sen
sphere with respect to each candidate position is not influen
too much by the uncertainty of the robot movement. Therefo
we ignore movement uncertainty when updating the solidity
the cubes.

After the robot drives to a new position, we use the la
to construct the sensed sphere again. After the construc
we register the space according to this new sensed sphere
combine the new and old registration to update the registra
file as shown in Table 1. At the new position, the robot will beg
the “where to look next” process again.

7.3. When to Stop Searching

The stopping criterion is determined by assessing the be
of continued searching. If the total probability that the targe
inside the search region (1− p(co)) is less than a certain thresh
old, or the maximum probability of presence of the next ro
position (Section 7.1) is less then a certain threshold, then
stop the search process.

8. TESTING THE MODEL

Both simulation experiments and real experiments are

formed to test the sensor planning strategy proposed in this pa-shows that the next robot position is selected to examine the

per. In the experiments, we assume only one recognition algo-

FIG. 11. Simulation 1. (a) TheD(l ) for detection function. (b) The environment for simulation 1. The size of the room is length×width× height= 50× 50× 25.

region that is occluded.
There is an obstacle with size 5× 37× 19 in the environment. The robot (repre
is 15. (c) Top seven actions selected at (45, 10). The short and long lines
respectively. (d) The next robot position (36, 1) selected by the sensor plan
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rithm is available. The sensor planning algorithm used in
experiments is as follows:

1. Determine the necessary angle sizes according to th
ameter of the search region.

2. Generate the layered sensed sphere corresponding to
angle sizes obtained in Step 1.

3. Find the most promising directions for each angle size
4. UseP(f) to compare the best directions of different ang

sizes and select most promising actions among them.
5. Apply these selected most promising actions and up

the environment.
6. Goto Step 2 when the probability within current sens

sphere isnotsmall enough.
7. Stop search when the probability that the target is wit

the search region is small enough.
8. Select the next best position and drive the robot to

position.
9. Combine the search region of the two positio

(Section 7.2).
10. Go to Step 2 and begin the search at the new positio

8.1. Simulated Environments

The first simulation experiment is used to test the gen
scheme of our algorithm. The biggest angle for the senso
π
4 × π

4 . The detection function isb0((θ, δ, l ), 〈a, π4 , π4 〉)=
D(l )(1− 1

6
θ
π
4
)(1− 1

6
δ
π
4
), whereD(l ) is shown in Fig. 11a. The

search region is shown in Fig. 11b. Only three angle sizes
needed to examine the search region with respect to the first r
position. They areπ4 × π

4 , 0.376× 0.376, and 0.165× 0.165,
respectively. Their effective ranges are [11, 27], [27, 66], a
[66, 162], respectively. We assume the outside probability is
and that the distribution within the room is uniform at the beg
ning. Figure 11c shows that the actions selected by our algor
are used only to examine the unoccluded region. Figure
sented by the white blob in the figure) is at position (45, 10). The height of the robot
correspond to the viewing axis of actions with angle sizeπ

4 × π
4 , and 0.316× 0.316,

ning system.
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FIG. 12. The detection probabilitiesP[F] of the planning strategy (Plan)

The second simulation experiment is used to compare the
ciency of our strategy with the brute force strategy. The envi
ment, the robot position, and the sensor model for this simula
are the same as those of the first, except that there is no obsta
the room. The target distribution satisfies a 3-variate normal
tribution N(µ,6), where the mean vector isµ= (25, 25, 15)T

and the covariance matrix is6= diag(σ 2, σ 2, ( σ2 )2). Three dif-
ferent values forσ, σ = 5, σ = 15, andσ = 50, are used in th
experiment. The higher the value ofσ , the higher the degre
of uncertainty. The initial probability distribution is truncat
to fit within the search region and is given by the followi
formula:

p(x, y, z) = 1

(2π )
3
2 × 25× 25× 15

e
− 1

2

[
(x−25)2

σ2 + (y−25)2

σ2 + (z−15)2

( σ2 )2

]
.

(34)

We useP[F] to compare the effects of our sensor plann
strategy with the effects of the nonplanning strategy. The n
planning strategy means that the action application sequ
is not influenced by the agent’s initial knowledge of the tar
robability distribution. Here, the nonplanning strategy refers toroundness percentageR . The steps of the recognition algorithm

the strategy of first selecting the actions belonging to the first

0

are as follows:
IG. 13. The search region. (a) The configuration of the search environm
s at the position F of table E. D is a region on the floor. (b) Composite imag
nd those of the nonplanning strategy (NoPlan). (a)σ = 5, (b)σ = 15, (c)σ = 50.
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layer, then selecting the actions belonging to the second la
and finally, selecting the actions belonging to the third lay
Figure 12 gives the effects of the two strategies for differ
initial probability distributions. Notice that the number of a
tions needed to reach the detection limit for our strategy is m
smaller than that for the nonplanning strategy. This illustra
that the planning strategy is more efficient.

8.2. Real Environments

Real experiments are performed using the laser eye and
ARK robot. The search region (Fig. 13) is a part of the Visi
Lab of the Department of Computer Science at the Univer
of Toronto. The task is to search for a white baseball within t
region. This task contains three subtasks: sensor planning, h
ware manipulation, and object recognition. The sensor plann
component is influenced by the object recognition componen
different object recognition algorithms correspond to differe
sensor sequences. Since our intention here is to test the
sor planning strategy rather than to solve the object recogn
problem, we use a simple recognition algorithm to locate
baseball within an image. Four threshold criteria are use
the recognition algorithm: intensityI0, blob sizeBmin, Bmax, and
ent (size 6m× 5.5m× 2.5m). Table surfaces are labeled A, B, C, and E. The laser eye
e of the region from position G of (a).
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1. Generate a binary image from the camera’s gray im
using a threshold. Pixels with an intensity value bigger thanI0

receive an intensity value of 255. Pixels with intensity value l
than or equal toI0 receive an intensity value of 0.

2. Perform morphological operations on the image resul
from Step 1: first erosion then dilation.

3. Perform region growing on the output image from Ste
and label white blobs.

4. Calculate the center and size (number of pixels) of e
blob.

5. According to the center and size from Step 4, calculate
corresponding circle with respect to each blob (i.e., the circle
has the same center as the blob and contains the same nu
of pixels as the blob), and calculate the percentage of the
that falls into the circle.

6. If a blob size is betweenBmin andBmax and more thanR0

percent of its pixels fall within the calculated circle, then th
blob is taken as an image of the ball.

The first experiment uses the laser eye (the mobile platfor
not involved) to test the “where to look next” strategy. In the e
periment, the parameters for the threshold are:I0= 119, Bmin=
250 pixels,Bmax= 1375 pixels, andR0= 91%, respectively. The
laser eye is atF on table E (See Fig. 13a). We give the surfa
of table A, the surface of table B, and the surface of table C h

target probability distribution at the beginning. The target is on
table C.

〈w0, h0〉 at distanceN0 and angle size〈w1, h1〉 at distanceN1

are shown in Fig. 14.
FIG. 14. The effective range testing. (1a) The image when angle size isw0× h
image after the morphological operation. (1d) The final result: target is det
(2b), (2c), (2d) The recognition process applied to the image in (2a).
OR OBJECT SEARCH 161
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TABLE 2
The Output of the Recognition Algorithm

Blob size Percentage Blob size Percentag

N0 1366 pixels 93.56% N1 1332 pixels 91.14%
F0 273 pixels 91.58% F1 271 pixels 90.77%

First, we select the necessary angle sizes that must be
to examine the whole depth of the environment. We take
biggest angle size of the hardware〈w0, h0〉= 〈41◦, 39◦〉 as the
first angle size. The effective ranges for this angle size are
tained by experiments. The nearest distance for which the b
size is smaller thanBmax is the value ofN0. The farthest distance
for which the blob size is bigger thanBmin is the value ofF0.
We experimentally determined the effective range forw0× h0

asN0= 1.47m, F0= 3.01m. From Eqs. (26)–(28), we obtain th
next effective angle size as 20.7◦ × 19.7◦, and the next effective
ranges areN1= 3.01m, F1= 6.16m. The output of the recogni-
tion algorithm is listed in Table 2.

From Table 2 we can see that the values of the blob size
the first angle atN0 andF0 are quite close to the values of th
blob size for the second angle atN1 and F1, respectively. The
processes of running the recognition algorithm for angle s
0. Target is 1.47 m from the camera. (1b) The resultant binary image. (1c) The
ected. (2a) The image when angle size isw1× h1. Target is 3.01 m from the camera.
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FIG. 15. “Where to look next” experiment. (a) Sensed sphere from laser
planning strategy. (e) The image of (d) after region growing. (f) The result

Figure 15 shows experimental results of our search strat
Figure 15a shows the sensed sphere constructed by the lase
Figures 15b–15d are the top actions selected by our algori
The angle size for the first action is 41◦ × 39◦, and the angle
size for the second and third actions is 20.7◦ × 19.7◦. Although
the baseball appeared in the first image, the algorithm faile
detect it because it is outside the effective range of the ac
The third action detects the target.

Note that the initial target distribution has a great influen
on the performance of our sensor planning system. The re
is that the probability distribution is used to guide the sen
planning process. The more accurate is our knowledge abou
initial distribution, the more efficient is our algorithm. We ha
performed experiments to examine the influence of the in
knowledge on the effectiveness of our sensor planning strat
Experimental results are listed in Table 3 as the average num
of actions needed to bring the ball into the effective viewi
volume of the camera for planning and nonplanning strateg

TABLE 3
The Comparison of Planning Strategy and Nonplanning

Strategy

Target position A B C A or B A or C A, B, or C

Plan(correct
knowledge) (A)1 (B)1 (C)1 (AB)1.5 (AC)1.5 (ABC)2.5

No plan 8 9 10 8.5 9 9

Plan(incorrect

knowledge) (C)7 (A)8.5 (B)11.5 (C)6 (B)9 (C)4.3
eye. (b), (c), (d) The first three image sequences of the real experiment by
f the image analysis of (e), where the target is detected.
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For example, the data in the second column refer to the situa
when the target is on table A. Then the number of actions nee
to bring the ball into the effective volume of the camera is 1 wh
we give the table surface A a high probability distribution. The
number of actions needed to bring the target into the effec
volume of the camera by using the nonplanning strategy is
The number of actions needed to bring the ball into the effect
volume of the camera is 7 when we give the table surface
high probability distribution (Note: the target is on A). Simila
explanations can be applied to other columns of the table.

From the second and third rows of Table 3, we can see
the planning strategy is much more efficient when our know
edge about the distribution is reasonable at the beginning. F
the fourth row of Table 3 we can see that the performance
the planning strategy is not very satisfactory when we have
misleading information at the beginning.

A second experiment is used to test the whole sensor plan
strategy. This time, we use the ARK robot. The configuratio
of the camera on the robotic head are different from those of
previous camera. The recognition algorithm is the same as th
the previous experiment, except that the threshold for the par
eter values is different. Here we useI0= 110, Bmin= 170 pixels,
Bmax= 5500 pixels, andR0= 0.91. The first viewing angle size
is w0= h0= 30◦. The effective range isN0= 1m, F0= 5.5m.
The outputs of the recognition algorithm are: blob size, 54
pixels for N0 and 171 pixels forF0; percentage, 92.37% forN0
and 94.74% forF0. Before the search process, we give the table
top B, table top C, and the floor region, D high probability of
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FIG. 16. The sensed sphere constructed by the robot.

presence. The real position of the baseball is within the regio
When the probability of detecting the target is less then 0.00
the robot is required to change the position.

Initially, the robot is at position (1.6m, 2.9m) (P1 of Fig. 13).
For this position, one angle size is sufficient. The sensed sp
constructed by the real laser atP1 is shown in Fig. 16.

Table 4 lists the actions selected by the algorithm and
corresponding detection probabilities.

Figure 17 shows the four images taken by the head accor
to the four actions listed above. We can see that the first
tion examines table C and the second and third actions exa
table B. The fourth action simply points upward and none of
specified regions is examined. The probability of detecting
target by the fourth action is very low, because none of the h
probability regions is brought into the effective volume of t
camera. No action is selected to check region D, because
occluded by the office wall.

Since the probability of detection of the last action is 0.0061
which is less than 0.0065, the robot will quit the “where to lo
next” process and begin the “where to move next” process.
candidate positions are those for whichx= 0.1m, 0.6m, 1.1m,
. . . ,6.1m and y= 0.1m, 0.6m, 1.1m, . . . ,5.6m. Figure 18a
shows the probability of the expected sensed sphere for
reachable candidate position. Among them, the position (4.6m,

3.6m) (P2 in Fig. 13b has the maximum probability. Figure 18beffective volume, and this region will have more chance to be

shows the expected sensed sphere for position (4.6m, 3.6m), examined again from other viewpoint.
FIG. 17. Actions at the first position. The four actions generated by the sen
(b) tilt = 2.315700, pan= 5.655361. (c)tilt = 2.315700, pan= 4.948441. (d)tilt =
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TABLE 4
The Actions Selected by the Algorithm and the Corresponding

Detection Probabilities

Tilt Pan Probability of detection

1.801100 0.000000 0.037403
2.315700 5.655361 0.036140
2.315700 4.948441 0.036654
1.286500 5.366405 0.006105

where the white points represent the calculated interese
points of the emanating lines from the camera center and
boundary of the search region. Figure 18c shows the se
sphere when constrained by the solid cubes at this posi
where the white points represent the calculated intersecting
ints of the emanating lines from the camera center and the
vironment after updating the radius using solid cubes. W
the robot drives to the next position (4.6m, 3.6m), it constructs
the sensed sphere and repeats the search process. Figu
shows the sensed sphere constructed by the robot, wher
white points represent the intersections of the real environm
and the laser beams emanating from the camera center.

At the new position, the robot begins the search process a
The first action istilt = 2.315700 (radian) andpan= 3.534601
(radian). This action find the target. Figure 19 shows the im
of this action and the image processing results.

It is interesting to note that the performance of the ob
recognition algorithm has a great influence on the sensing s
egy of the search agent. Suppose we have applied an actio
failed to detect the target. If the recognition algorithm has h
detection ability, then the probabilities of those cubes within
effective volume will drop greatly as a result of probability u
dating. Thus, there is less tendency that the corresponding re
will be examined again from another viewpoint. If the recog
tion algorithm has low detection ability, then the probabil
updating will have less influence on the probabilities within
sor planning algorithm. Images are shown for (a)tilt = 1.801100 andpan= 0.000000.
1.286500, pan= 5.366405.
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FIG. 18. “Where to move next” experiment. (a) The probability of presence for each reachable candidate position; the brighter the pixel intensity, the higherthe
probability. (b) The expected sensed sphere at position (4.6 m, 3.6 m) by only considering the boundary of the search region. (c) The expected sensed sphere after
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constraining using the solid cubes. (d) The real sensed sphere constructed

9. CONCLUSION

An interesting phenomenon of most past computer vision
search is that the purely theoretical side of computer vision
heavily emphasized. Consequently, many theoretical results
not be applied to real situations, because they are obtaine
making unrealistic assumptions. We think it is beneficial to p
more emphasis on the “task oriented vision” framework as an
ternative to the classic reconstructionist paradigm. For this n
framework, the vision system is just one component of the ag
embedded in the world, and it should provide only the minimu
perceptual functionality the agent needs to perform whateve
is doing at the moment.

Object search is a typical task for this new framework. For t
task, the vision module involved is object recognition. In ord
to find the target, the agent has to purposefully change the s
ing parameters so as to bring the target into the field of view
the camera and to make the image of the target easily recogn
by the available recognition algorithms. The study of the obj
search task may generate insight into existing vision proble
For example, the problem of object recognition may be le
ose
ited
difficult when the image is intelligently grabbed by a controlled
camera and the image analysis is interpreted within specific con-

the detection ability of operations, we are able to decomp
the enormous space of possible sensing actions into a lim
FIG. 19. Actions at the second position. (a) The image of the first action.
(d) The final result: the target is detected (blob size is 372, percentage is 91
at the position (4.6 m, 3.6 m).
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texts. Research shows that the object recognition problem ca
simpler if the camera is intelligently controlled [58]. Of cours
the simplicity obtained in the image analysis phase is at the
of the complexity encountered in the camera controlling pha
Much work has been done on image analysis. It is now tim
study the problems related to the control of the camera. Th
one reason why the sensor planning task for object search sh
be studied and comprises one of the motivations of this pap

In this paper, we study the problem of sensor planning for
ject search from both the aspect of theory and the aspect of p
tical implementation. By introducing the concept of a detect
function for the object recognition algorithm and the conc
of a probability distribution for the target within the search r
gion, we formulate the sensor planning task as an optimiza
problem: the goal is to maximize the probability of detecti
the target within a given time constraint. By analyzing the f
mulation of the problem, we obtain some important proper
of this task and find that this task is NP-complete in gene
In order to make the problem tractable, we propose to use
greedy strategy and point out that under some special condi
this strategy may generate an optimal answer. By conside
(b) The generated binary image. (c) The image after the morphological operation.
.40%).
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SENSOR PLANNING

finite set of actions that must be tried, thus greatly reducing
complexity in the action selection process. Various simula
experiments and real experiments have been performed b
on our strategy. Experimental results show that our strateg
more efficient than those strategies with fixed action seque
(nonplanning). It is interesting to note here that Wixson [60]
amined the “where to move next” problem in 2D situations
simulation and concluded that simpler model-free methods
find objects without significantly more effort than a map-ba
method. His result does not contradict our result because
probability distribution is not considered in his experiments

Our theory has been applied using the ARK robot and
laser eye. Experiments so far have been successful as a
of concept. A future direction is the design of a search stra
when the target is able to move. In this case, the probab
updating process will be much more complex because we
to consider not only the influence of actions on the probabili
of the region, but also the influence of the movement of
target on the probabilities of the region. Another direction
research is the design of a search strategy when several r
are available.

APPENDICES

A. The Complexity of the Sensor Planning Task

Complexity level analysis of robotics and vision problems
important because it can reveal basic insights into the struc
of the problem and delimit the space of permissible solution
a formal and theoretical fashion. In this section, we first pinpo
some important properties of the task and then outline the p
that the sensor planning task is NP-complete.

From the definition of the sensor planning task, we can
that the probability of detecting the target by an effort al
cation is represented by a complex formula with many in
mediate probability distributionsp(c, τ ). Since this distribution
is updated every time an action is applied, it is hard to
any regularities in the expressionP[F] defined above. Suppos
p(c1, τ0), p(c2, τ0), . . . ,p(cn, τ0), p(co, τ0) represent the initia
probability distribution andP(f i , τ0) =∑n

j=1 p(cj , τ0)b(cj , f i )
represents the probability of detecting the target by applying
actionf i when no action has been applied before.

If we can obtain a general expression of the target distribu
at any time during the search process, then we are able to fi
out how the distribution changes as a result of action app
tions. This might simplify the computations of the probabil
updating process. In Lemma 1, we give such an expression

LEMMA 1. Suppose〈f1, . . . , fk〉 are the ordered actions ap
plied during the search process, then the resulting target prob
ability distribution is given by

p(c, τk) = p(c, τ0)
[1− b(c, f1)][1 − b(c, f2)] · · · [1− b(c, fk)]

,

[1− P(f1)][1 − P(f2)] · · · [1− P(fk)]

(35)
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where p(c, τk) gives the probability for cube c after action
〈f1, . . . , fk〉 are applied.

Whenk= 1, the above gives the calculation needed to upd
the target distribution after an action is applied. The cost
calculateP(fk) is at mostn, because we only need to consid
those cubes that are within the field of view off. The updating
process for all the cubes within the environment takesn+ 1
computations. Thus, at most 2n operations are needed to upda
the environment.

For a given robot position, the probability updating proce
can be further simplified by only updating the probabilities
those cubes that are within the current sensed sphere. The
ability updating process for cubes outside current sensed sp
can be postponed until the robot has finished searching a
current position. The following gives the reason. For cubes o
side the current sensed sphere, since its detection function v
is 0, we can get the updating rule as follows:

p(c, τk) = p(c, τ0)

[1− P(f1)][1 − P(f2)] · · · [1− P(fk)]
. (36)

Thus, we only need to keep a record ofP(f i ) for each un-
successful actionf i . When the robot decides to move to anoth
position, we then update the probabilities for those cubes
are outside the current sensed sphere according to Eq. (36

If we can representP[F] just by the initial probability distri-
butions, we might gain some insight and a deeper understan
of the properties ofP[F]. The following lemma illustrates this
idea.

LEMMA 2. For a given allocationF={f1, . . . , fq}, we have

P[F] =
q∑

i1=1

P(f i , τ0)

+ (−1)2+1
∑

1≤i1<i2≤q

( ∑
c∈Ä(fi1

)∩Ä(fi2
)

p(c, τ0)b
(
c, f i1

)
b
(
c, f i2

) )

+ · · · + (−1)r+1

×
∑

1≤i1<i2<···<ir ≤q

( ∑
c∈Ä(fi1

)∩Ä(fi2
)∩···∩Ä(fir )

p(c, τ0)b
(
c, f i1

)
b
(
c, f i2

) · · ·b (c, f ir

) )

+ · · ·

+ (−1)q+1

( ∑
c∈Ä(f1)∩Ä(f2)∩···∩Ä(fq )

p(c, τ0)b(c, f1) · · ·b(c, fq)

)
, (37)

whereÄ(f )={c | b(c, f ) 6= 0} is called the influence range o
actionf, which gives the region such that the detection funct
value off is not zero(that is, it is possible forf to detect the
target if the target center is within the region). See[61, 64] for
proofs.
From Lemma 2 it is easy to see thatP[F] is not influenced by
the order of the applied actions. This result agrees with common
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knowledge, because for a given set of actions, the expected p
ability of detecting the target should be the same regardles
the order of applications. For example, suppose we have t
actionsf1, f2, f3 and the following are two orders of their applic
tion: (A) f1→ f2→ f3; (B) f3→ f1→ f2. If sequence (A) detect
the target, then at least one of them detects the target. Not lo
generality, let it bef1. Supposef1= f(xc, yc, zc, p, t, w, h,a).
Then the eventf1 of (A) detects the target implying that whe
the camera position is (xc, yc, zc), the camera viewing direction
is p, t , the camera angle size isw, h, and the recognition algo
rithm isa, the target will be detected. This definitely implies th
f1 of (B) also detects the target. Which means that sequence
detects the target. Similarly, if sequence (A) cannot detect the
get, neither can sequence (B). Thus, sequence (A) and sequ
(B) have the same chance of detecting the target. Therefore
expected probability of detecting the target is same regard
of the order of applications.

As a direct result of Lemma 2, we have the following lemm
which can be used to prove that the sensor planning task is
complete.

LEMMA 3. For an allocationF={f1, . . . , fq}, if we restrict
the available actions such that no cube belongs to any two
fluence ranges, i.e., Ä(f i )∩Ä(f j )=∅ for i 6= j, then P[F] can
be calculated by the following:

P[F] =
q∑

i=1

P(f i , τ0). (38)

To prove that the sensor planning task for object searc
NP-complete, we first change the maximization problem in
the equivalent decision problem. It is obvious that the resul
problem belongs to NP. After restricting the resulting problem
only allowing instances in which any two available operations
not have common influence range, we are able to prove tha
restricted problem is equivalent to the KNAPSACK proble
Thus sensor planning for object search task is NP-comp
Please refer to [61, 64] for details.

B. Properties of the Greedy Strategy

In some situations, the simple greedy strategy may even
erate optimal answers. By using Lemma 3, we can prove
following result.

LEMMA 4. Suppose the available operationsOΩ={f1, f2,

. . . , fq} satisfy

(1) to(f i ) = to(f j ), 1≤ i, j ≤ q.

(2)Ä(f j ) ∩Ä(f i ) = ∅, 1≤ i, j ≤ q, i 6= j .

Then, the above greedy strategy generates optimal answer.

It is interesting to note that the greedy strategy can someti
minimize the expected time to detect the target. For a given e

allocationF={f1, . . . , fk}, the expected time to detect the targ
by applyingF is defined as
SOTSOS
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2[F] = t(f1)× P(f1)

+ (t(f1)+ t(f2))× [1− P(f1)] P(f2)

+ · · ·

+ (t(f1)+ · · · + t(fk))×
{

k−1∏
i=1

[1− P(f i )]

}
P(fk).

(39)

For2[F] defined above, we have the following result.

PROPERTY1. For a group of actions{f1, . . . , fq}, if there is
no cube belonging to any two action ranges:Ä(f j )∩Ä(f i )=∅,
if i 6= j, then the application order of the actions selected by o
strategy minimizes the expected time of detecting the target w
respect to this group.

Please refer to [61] for proofs.
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